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Let’s 
remember! 

In english we can use two 
different ”voices” to refer to 
an action.

Active voice: the important 
thing is the subject.
Passive voice: the important 
thing is the action.



Active voice examples

• She writes popular books.
•My mom cooks amazing cazuelas!
• The lion eats the zebras. 

The way you have 
been writing your 

whole life!



Passive voice examples

• She writes popular books.
• Popular books are written by her.

•My mom cooks amazing cazuelas!
• Amazing cazuelas are cooked by my mom.

• The lion eats the zebras. 
• The zebras are eaten by the lion.



Wait a second…

• To understand how passive voice works, you first need to 
understand the sentence.

You always have a subject, an action and an object in a 
sentence.

My best friend buys a specific type of pasta.

subject    action             object



Let’s practice for a second…

• Identify the subject, the action and the object of the 
following sentences:

1. I read a The Lord of the Rings.

2. Irene listens to music.

3. My cats usually eat mice.



Passive Voice

• We use it when :
1. The subject is not really important.
2. The subject is unkown (we don’t know who the subject is!)
3. We want to avoid the responsability of the subject.

4. or when we want to emphasize the action.



Passive Voice

We write it differentely. The rules are:
ØWe start with the object.
ØWe change the time of the verb.
ØThe subject of the original sentence is optional (use by to add it).

• For example:
Irene listens to music.

Music is listened by Irene.



Let’s summarize…

Active Voice
Subject + action + object.

I eat 3 completos when I’m hungry.

Pasive voice
Object + action + subject.

3 completos are eaten.
3 completos are eaten by me.



Change of verbs in passive voice (simple 
present)

You noticed that in passive voice the verb has 2 parts:
Verb to be + verb in past participle.

• For example:
Amazing cazuelas are cooked by my mom.

Now, the verb is a combination of these two tenses.
The verb to be (am, is, are) is going to depend on the object!



Why do I use 
passive voice?
To have a better english level!



Active Voice
Miss Daniela writes beautiful poems.

Passive Voice
Beautiful poems are written by miss Daniela.


